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Mid-Winters : A Smash
Though smaller in s

than

The Last Spasm
The Los Peone Drinking

Club held its annual winter
initiation Wednesday,
February 9, on a damp night
at the Beta fraternity house.
With both student and
faculty members attending
pre-initiation festivities began
with two kegs of beer at 4
pm, in preparation for the
grand finale of grain. At 6 pm
the Peones-to-be were asked
to remove their shirts and
progress to the east side of
the Beta yard, beside a
drainage ditch. The initiates

were asked to kneel for the

Published each wee

followed by the administering

of the enthusia - a large cup
of grain mixed with wine.

The drainage ditch served its

purpose well, for -pure grain

alcohol is hard to stomach for

even a Peone. The ordeal

proved to be a bit tough as

two of the initiates required

hospitalization to calm their

roaring stomachs. The last

spasm ended by 6:30 - in

time for the members who
were able to attend dinner at

Gailor.
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homecoming counterpart,

Mid-Winter's weekend was

truly a smash (in several

senses of the word). Fewer
fraternities partied as many
people left the mountain to

seek mirthful diversions

elsewhere.

Friday evening, the

weekend officially opened as

the German Club presented

the folk guitarist Gove
Imitating the style of James

Taylor . Gove entertained a

quiet and acypical audience

of two hundred in Guerry.

Afterwards several frat

parties began, rivalled only by

the smaller and more intimate

private gatherings held

throughout the campus.

The Phi's and KA's
partied at the Phi house with

a Vodka-7up punch. Gove
arrived after his concert and
'socialized into the wee
morning hours. The Beta's

with typical flair held a keg

party. The Lambda Chi's

downed gallons of grain while

grooving to the heavy sounds

of Elkin Brown.

Delt's and Sigma Nu's

filled the Snake house at a

chincy BYO party; Music was

provided by Warm and the

party lasted until most were

out - cold.

Of the drinking clubs only

the Red Ribbon Society

partied Friday night. The

Red's utilized the facilities of

Dr. Ned McCrady's new home
and drank artillery punch

until shot down. Saturday

morning, the Peonies
cavorted about at the Beta

house under the heavy

influence of grain. The Black

Ribbon's enjoyed a bloody

mary brunch at the Inn while

the Highlanders and
Wellingtons restrained

themselves until afternoon to

partake of the evil juice.

The revelers grabbed a few
hours sleep Saturday morning
and then began to prepare for

the evening's parties in their

own uninhibited fashion.

Armed with fortitude and
determination to have a wild

e drinking
t h •

l o y al par tyers faced the

onslaught of bands, dance

and booze.

The Beta's (who really had

never ceased their festivities)

had the Soul Groovers and

BYO; the latter made the

former bearable. The Phi

house was once again packed

with Phi's and KA's. This

elite group rocked with the

Spontanes and drank their

own liquor. The Talismen

performed for the ATO's who
didn't know what they were

drinking. Many were even

inspired to dance on the

infamous platform. The
Lambchops, again tanked

with grain, delighted in the

tale nted tropical beauties

Hanky and Panky, portrayed

by John Buchanan (behind

the foster grants) and Dale

Grimes (behind the bodacious

baloons). Their vulgar and
tasteless performance was
ideally suited to that bawdy
crowd, who refused to be
offended the foulest word or

followed by other less

exciting performances.

After the parties, the

frazzled participants crawled

into a dark, quiet spot to

crash. This reporter visiting

the Union Sunday morning,

observed the puffy-eyed

filing through for

i* r iv etc. Dates

/ith

to return. The campus took

off its crumbled party mask
in preparation for Monday

oteric Stil

Brook, when they weren't

pausing for a break. In a rush

of excitement, several covites

staged a raid on their lodge,

and left with the remainder

of their spirits.

By far the most
bacchanalian of all the parties

was held at the Delt house

(though Perle Mesta would

not have approved). They
were joined there by the Nu's

and many other unidentified

or unidentifiable beautiful

people, along with numerous

unnecessary covites, giving

the house the cramped look

reminiscent of Fall weekend.

This assemblage was once

again entertained by the

heated sounds of Warn;. They
were definitely dowmtaged

by the Delt pledge skit,

featuring those lovely and

for giving to
themarch

ofDimes
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Bennett Speech : Drugs and Gailor
Editor's Note: The following

remarks were delivered by
Vice Chancellor Jefferson

Bennett

My appe
remarks today have been
suggested by several student

leaders. I am delighted to use

this opportunity to talk with

you following the conclusion

of my first semester here. I

trust the other freshmen
found their first semester as

stimulating and satisfying as

did the Bennett freshmen.

I want, first of all, to

express my heartfelt gratitude

for the courtesies and
kindnesses that have been
extended to us by faculty and
students alike. There is an
evident sense of mutual

responsibility amongst us that

must be protected and
preserved at every possible -

opportunity.

The traditions of joint

enterprise, joint freedoms,
and joint concern for one

sort of academic community
that has made this place
and its people famous. When
an opportunity is found, let

us use it with confident

enthusiasm, whether in

classroom, dormitory, on the

playing field, or in the Pub.
• talk with you

efly about
University plans and policies,

directly related to student
life, which I believe are

designed to improve the

individual quality of life for

each of us while recognizing

community obligations to

Church and State. It is in that

( thai

formulated.

First—the new kind of
food service planned in Gailor
Hall. Long before actually

assuming my office in

September I became
convinced that the
campus-wide problem most
demanding immediate
attention was our student
food service in Gailor. Let us

remind ourselves that the
food service is a joint venture
involving the University and

SAGA. The University
furnishes kitchen, equipment,
utilities, storage areas, serving
equipment, and the dining
hall. SAGA is responsible for
procuring, preparing, and

serving the food, i wanted
first to be certain that SAGA
was doing as good a job as

possible with equipment we
furnished and the serving
restrictions we imposed upon
thenv Th«<- were and—they
still are. It soon became
apparent that the variety and
tastefulness of the meals
there could not be
significantly improved
without the substantial

purchases of new equipment
and the redesigning of the

kitchen. The kitchen area is

simply too small to prepare

properly two large seatings at

lunch and dinner. Continuous
preparation and service,

rather than two preparation

and service periods, can easily

be maintained while at the

same time providing greater

variety. As a result the food
can be served immediately
after preparation rather than

being held for mass servings.

All of these facts led us
inevitably to the decision to

investigate cafeteria service in

In the meantime, the

recommend ing the same
course of action. The total

costs for the necessary

conversion are approximately

$50,000. And—we don't have

$50,000 in hand. It is

necessary to negotiate a loan

and find a source of income
which can service the

payment in a relatively short

term. It was possible for

SAGA to reduce its per-meal

cafeteria operation and still

i mprove the quality and
variety of the food being
served. It has, therefore, been
possible for us to renegotiate

inci.'.tMng the student meal
fee now charged or the fee

announced for next year, and
pay both the SAGA contract

and the debt service required

for new equipment.

In keeping with the
Sewanee tradition of working
together on joint problems
toward joint solutions, the

plan, in its later stages, was
presented to student
committees and the Delegate
Assembly for review and
comment. The entire
experience has been a good
one for all of us, I believe. I

want to express my gratitude

and intelligent efforts of

Jackson's Mcmi 3s Shop
CUSTOM-MADE SUITS

NATIONAL BRANDS
Capps & Sons— McGregor— Curlee— Jantzen
Esquire — Puritan — Wimberly — Hickok

—also—
Arrow matched Ties, Shirts, Handkerchiefs

— Ail types of alterations —
Joseph Jackson, Owner

Cumberland St.

932-7467
Cowan

students and administrative
colleagues alike who have
contributed toward the
olut this

problem. We
that the

accomplished during spring

vacation and that it will be
ready for use when you
return to the campus. The
first week or so may be a

little confusing, but we are on

the right track together. We
are also investigating cost

estimates for redecorating the

^ir.int> hall, including wood
paneling and carpeting. If

they can be brought into the

budget—we'll do that too.

Since coming here last fall,

I have conferred almost

continually with student

Traditionally we've been
able to handle our own
problems pretty much and,
within reason,, to make our
own rules and to design

procedures for disciplining

violators of the code, even

"though they may have also

involved violation of state

laws. Student proctors, the

student discipline committee,
a strong program of
counseling by faculty,
student personnel deans,
chaplains, and, on occasion,

the Vice-Chancellor have all

played a significant role in

Your fellow students who
serve as proctors were
appointed because of our
confidence in their judgment
and leadership. They are
primarily counselo

jus rule

the role

effec

We

affi

on, proctors, the

student health service,

chaplains, and the student

various policies, practices,

and procedures surrounding

students and our code of

discipline. Many of these

problem of illegal use of

Following the arrest of

some of our students on
charges involving this matter,

I have held rap sessions with

the Delegate Assembly, the

Proctors, the Student
Discipline Committee, the

editor of the PURPLE, and
many individual students.

Most of them have
encouraged me to include this

subject in my remarks today.

I am delighted to do so and
hope they may remove any
confusion that may exist.

I expect is will be fruitful

first, to delineate the context
of our lives together here.

The University was created

and is governed by
twenty-four dioceses of the

Episcopal Church. It is truly

their ministry in education.

At the same time, they have
stoutly resisted any

to do so,

wherever possible and
effective.

Under the law of
Tennessee and the Federal

Government, the possession
of marijuana and certain

narcotics is a crime, although
a minor one. Under the same
laws the distribution of or
sale of prohibited drugs and
narcotics is a felony, a major
crime. In some instances the
possession of large quantities

is prima facie evidence that it

is possessed for the purpose
of resale, a felony. These
facts must be recognized. A
criminal record is a heavy
burden for one to bear
through life, and we have a
responsibility to maintain our
lives here in such fashion as

to reduce the risk of that
burden on each of you.
That's the base on which our

enforcers. Thii
they've been as

in the area of drug abuse. If

their counseling does not
succeed, they have an
obligation to report their lack
of success and the violator.

The usual University
disciplinary processes will be
initiated.

This University is not
going to operate as a police

state. There will no searches

without strong probable
cause. Your right to privacy
has been and will be
protected. On the other hand,
where there is good reason to
beli. that

nterruptcapriciously fail

open violation of the law,

invite the destruction of our
system of self-discipline and
increase the risk of arrest and
prosecution. To argue the
contrary is naive and sort of
foolish.

self-discipline system seems
to haye failed or appears to

be endangered, we shall use
whatever alternative that

appears proper, including the

use of search warrant and
arrest. We would take that

route with the p greatest

mission and goal are to make
people not break them. This
is why the Dean of Men made
bond for our arrested
students last month. That is

why no University discipline

has been initiated prior to

trial and their day in court.

Let us bend every effort to
protect the Sewanee system
from those who would abuse
it and thereby destroy it. I

pledge my office toward that

to the

indoctrination. Nevertheless,

a very special tradition of

or each student is

what is probably unique
about Sewanee.

As Dean Puckette said last

week: "Sewanee's excellence

will stand or fall on its ability

\ particular kind

of interest in each of you and
each of you
this College.

that

The University is chartered

by and located in the State of
By special statute

1,000 acres of land and the

buildings thereon are exempt
from taxation. By special

statute the University is given

the authority to maintain its

own police department and,

concurrently, the
responsibility to enforce the

laws of the state of
Tennessee. Whether good or
bad, the fact of the matter is

that the University is the

governing body performing
all municipal services for the

Sewanee community.

research 9Jyi
birth defects '

prevention

Happy Hour
EVERY FRIDAY AND EACH TUESDAY

BEFORE A STUDY DAY

STUDENTS: TRY OUR SUNDAY BUFFET^
All You Can Eat for $2.75- Noon 'ti/ 2:30
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Bicycle Boom
NOTE; The following article

is an edited version of a

two-part article which first

appeared in the Charleston
(S.C. ) News and Courier
December 9 & 10, 1971.
Permission to reprint it was
given by Thomas R. Waring,
an alumnus of Sewanee and
editor of the New and
Courier. The Purple thanks
Mr. Waring and Mr. Frierson
for the permission to reprint

this abbreviated version of
the story.

By David E. Frierson

If you are thinking of
buying a good English-type,

adult-size bicycle, forget it.

Even by spring you may still

have trouble. Manufacturers
have so many back-logged

orders on hand that they

stopped accepting new ones

months ago. Whether as a

result of the ecology fad, the

combination of triggering

factors, this country suddenly

finds itself in the midst of a

bicycle boom.
What is remarkable about

it—and let us hope that it is

not just a fad— is that it is

not being sparked by the

kids, but by adults, both
young and not so young. A
few adult-

accounted for only 5'per cent

of the U.S. bicycle market.

Today their share has moved
up to a whopping 65 per

This surging demand is not

for the monstrosities which

kids ride around the
neighborhood. High-rise and

spide bike ent,

technologically, a step

backward in the gradual

development of the bicycle.

The enormous handlebars,

small wheels, fat tires, roil

bar, long seat are the very

antithesis of utility^ In the

best analysis they are toys

rather than vehicles.

T h i

xplanaf ,
I think, for

rdne
Americans have never really

needed bicycles. We have had

automobiles. Elsewhere in the

world, people go to work on

bikes, deliver packages, go on

all sorts of errands and short

trips. The bicycle has

therefore developed into a

utilitarian vehicle e—fast,

efficient, and without useless

weight or "extras."

Actually, the bicycle had

come close to technical

perfection by about 1900.

Even then, the best bikes had

light-weight wheels, high

tensile strength steel frames,

coaster brake, or two and

three-speed hubs. The British

Sturmey-Archer three-speed

hub has been standard for

about 70 years, yet several

grew up in utter ignorance of

it. The only important

advances made in the last 60
or so years are caliper brakes

and the derailleur systei

five and ten-speed racers

The s i for <

backwardness is that the U.S.

bicycle industry, for many
years, has enjoyed the

protection of a fairly high

tariff. Duty on imports has

been reduced since 1968, but

prior to then was sufficiently

high—22.5 per cent for the

heavy, American-style
bike—to discourage foreign

competition. At present, duty

on light-weight
models—under 36 pounds—is

only 6.5 per cent plus, of

course, whatever surcharge

the New Economic Policy

calls for.

The increased demand is

concentrated on European or

English style bicycles: racer

and utility models. Most of

the racer-types are made up
of low-price imported
components assembled on a

heavy American frame. At a

distance they

like gen

:actly

handlebars, high saddle,

ten-speed derailleur gears.

They weigh about twice as

much, however, and cost only

one third. Occasionally, if

you look closer, you will see

a genuine racer, weighing 18
to 20 pounds and costing

from $300 to $400.

The utility models have

mud guards, chain guard, a

three-speed hub, and more

sedate appearing arrangement

of saddle and handlebars.

They weigh more than the

racer types—about 40
pounds—and the better ones

cost about $75 and up. Both

types are equipped with

caliper brakes.

The ten-speed racer

appeals to the eager youth

who wants the finest and the

fastest. But the derailleur

system was designed for

racing and can be a handicap

in city traffic, since it is

necessary to remove one hand

from the handlebars to

change gears. With the

three-speed hub, gears are

changed with a flick of the

thumb.

Then there are
combinations of these two

types: the utility type with

ten speeds and the racer

model with a three-speed

hub, sometimes called a

semi-racer. This combination

I prefer to any of the others.

The relative position of

handlebars and seat controls

the position of the body. The

grips on racing handlebars

curve under and are lower

than the saddle, which throws

the torso forward at an angle

of 45 degrees or less with the

horizontal. This position is

more comfortable than it

appears. The weight of the

body is evenly distributed on

arms, feet and seat; you don't

feel the bumps", get a better

thrust with the legs, and offer

with the saddle, -which throws
the Body slightly forward. In

both positions the arms are

comfortably straight.

American-style handlebars

are usually above the level of
the saddle. This keeps the

arms bent and the body
upright, a position that is

neither very safe nor very

comfortable.

A good bicycle is a fine

piece of machinery. It should
not be left outdoors at the

mercy of weather and thieves.

If properly maintained it will

give almost a lifetime of

On a personal note, I have
a 24-pound semi-racer, an
English Dawes with a

Reynolds frame and a Brooks
saddle. It is still in good
mechanical condition after 17
years and at least 25,000
miles, logged in Washington,
Mexico City, Lima (Peru),

and Mt. Pleasant, S.C.

Bicycling can be overrated

jogging are better. But we do
not always have access to a

swimming place, and jogging

is too strenuous for many.

Pedaling at five MPH is not

much better than sitting in a

rocking chair. Biking at 12

MPH should bring your

breathing and pulse up to

about the same level as

walking at 4 MPH; and 16

MPH is about the equivalent

of a very slow jog. All this, of

course, on level ground.

Bike paths are becoming a

reality. There are some

beauties around San
Francisco, especially in

Golden Gate Park. Near

Sacramento, motocyclists are

subject to $150 fine for using

a bike trail. At Fairfield, near

Travis AFB, the city fathers

are thinking of converting an

old railroad bed into a bicycle

freeway to connect the town

with Solano Community
(Junior) College, some five or

six miles away.

One of the joys of biking,

especially in the South, is

that you can stay cool in the

hottest weather. The harder

you work, the more breeze

you make. Conversely, on a

cold . day, that same breeze

will feel like a howling

blizzard.

What I have tried to do in

this article is to answer those

questions most frequently

asked and fill in some gaps

the adult

American who has had no

bicycles of any kind. In

conclusion, I should like to

re-emphasize that bicycling is

dangerous and add a specific

warning:

Don't ride a bicycle after

drinking. Alcohol does drastic

you of

The English utility model

has grips about on a level

balance. It may take a couple

of good falls to convince the

hard-headed type of this.

Otherwise, Happy
Pedaling!

NIXON: WAR, POLITICS
AND REFLECTION

President Nixon's
campaign is going full steam,

and despite his best efforts,

the Vietnam fiasco still

remains the biggest single

issue in Tennessee and the

nation. Nixon is putting his

re-election first; the January

25 speech was intended to

end the political existence of

the war, not its brutal reality.

The issue, like the war itself,

just won't go away; Nixon's

pla

by
p residential hopefuls (and
others) including Senators

McGovern, McCarthy,
Kennedy and Fulbright, as

well as Rep. Paul McCloskey
(R-Calif).

Nixon will stop at nothing

re-election ; no deception is

too devious, no half-truth too

blatant. The instructions have

gone out to the spokesmen in

all departments: discredit

those who criticize or oppose

my policies. The executive

relies on the credibility which

the public still afford the

President, despite the past

deliberate deceptions and
half-truths revealed by the

publication of the Pentagon
and Anderson papers

The warmed-over peace

proposals, spiced with inside,

half- accurate accounts of

secret negotiations, are a

desperate attempt to rally

public opinion behind the

President should he need to

expand the war in response to

renewed efforts by the

National Liberation Front.

Bombing raids, each
successive one described by
the national press as "among

a last ditch effort to stop the

supposed Tet offensive.

Nixon exploits this
threatened attack from both

sides. He needs the threat as

an excuse to intensify the

murder of civilians and the

destruction of property in the

North zone, and to continue

support for the fascist Thieu
regime in the South zone
with money, materials, and
men. On the other hand, if

the attack actually comes, it 1

could destroy the myth of

Vietnamization and require a

drastic increase in the support

levels of men, equipment and
bombing to shore up the

Saigon regime. Increased

especially after the gross

publicity the week we had
"only" one useless death,

would mean Nixon's defeat.

Without dismantling the

Phoenix program (which

assassinates anyone suspected

of communist leanings),

Thieu's secret police informer

network, T h ieu's
"Democracy" party (which

organs

ine),

i to enforce |

and

rty

neutralization of the military

establishment, the proposals

for free elections under

international supervision are

accords, which guaranteed

free elections in 1954. The
proposals aired in public

indicate that the U.S. will

agree to no procedure "unless

it would all but guarantee the

survival of the present regime

or something close to it," as

New York TIMES columnist

Tom Wicker wrote. It is clear

that rather than making

Indochina safe for
democracy, the U.S. is

determined to support a

counter-revolutionary regime

in Vietnam which will make
Indochina safe for the

exploitation by capitalism.

Despite the statement by

the President, it was the

United States which halted

the

Nove
of J

ratic Republic <

i (DRV). On Octob.

dtinued on page 4

the
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fflmpte Sports Another Bust

New Gym Schedule
OLD GYM, HANDBALL COURTS, AND STUDENT LOCKER
ROOM AND SHOWERS

Every day until 10:00 P.M. except during scheduled
intramural contests.

GUERRY TENNIS COURTS
Every day until 10:00 P.M. except during varsity tennis and

varsity track practice. We will try to keep track practice on the

Thursday

about 1:30 am and I was
driving through Cowan,
coming back to Sewanee
from Winchester, A car was
behind me, tailing close with

only one headlight. I was
driving carefully as f always
do in small towns.

Out of Cowan and on the

straight of way, I headed
toward the mountain, the car

SWIMMING POOL
Monday through Friday, 2:00 P.M. ti

Sunday, 2:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M. As i

ends, February 23rd, the pool will b
evening from 7:30 to 9:30.

/ith his bright

hed the foot

n and began

3:00 P.M.; Saturday and
ion as swimming season

open every Wednesday

Women students-any time during the week before 12:00
Noon; also arrangements can be made through the Athletic

Director for evening use. Men students-any time from Noon until

6:00 P.M. Please understand that the varsity wrestling team
would have preference. When the swimming pool is open on
Wednesday night after the swimming season, the sauna will be

BOWLING ALLEY
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 3:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Every effort is being made to make pin setters available.

WEIGHT ROOM
Every day until 6:00 P.M. except from 2:00 P.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Monday through Thursday.

The above facilities represent those most in demand by our
students. Small groups expressed interest in other activities. These
include wrestling mats for gymnastics, the track, trampoline, and
the ballet room. We will be happy to make these facilities

available to these small groups. I suggest they form into clubs and
then see me about times they might use these facilities.

A number of students answering the questionnaire asked for
certain areas to be left open all the time. This simply can not be
done with element of society that a gymnasium attracts. I am
speaking here of people not connected in any way with the
University or the community who are prone to destruction and
vandalism.

I realize that I have not answered every one of the suggestions
and requests made, especially concerning the desired times for
certain facilities to be open. I would, however, like to follow the
schedule I have proposed with the thought in mind that we might
be able to expand on this in case serious objections still exist.

Rote Drafted
Kyle Rote, captain of „,,. _ kI ,

,

Sewanee's 1971 Soccer Tigers
was drafted in the first round
of the 1972 North American
Soccer League draft. Picked
by the Dallas Tornados, the
1971 League champions.
Rote will begin play
immediately following
graduation from Sewanee in

still behind n
lights on. I i

of the mou
the twisting

blinking sweeping pattern of
light played across my vision

and the siren wailed.

I pulled over at the nearest

safe spot. Getting out of the

car I was greeted by two
Cowan policemen. A Sewanee
police car stopped after

coming from the opposite
direction.

"University boy, I

believe." The policeman
checked my last semesters ID,

handed it back and grinned at

his fellows. The younger of
the Cm.
ished up the

League was formed in 1966
and includes only 8 teams.
Rote said the league will have
only limited expansion until
the existing teams draw more
support. The league insittuted
the college draft this year in

hope of avoiding high

police car and frisked me. I

handed him my pocket knife,

I had used earlier to scrape

off my windshield.

Once in the back seat of
the police car, we proceeded
to the Cowan jail next to the

Genesco factory. When I got

inside I was informed of my
rights.

"What were you doing
son," asked the old officer.

"I was going back to

Sewanee after taking my date

home."
"Who was she?"
"I don't think that's any

of your business."

"Alright, lock him up."
In the cell I made myself

as comfortable as possible. It

was warm, and I slept for a

couple of hours. On
awakening I lay there until

five in the morning listening

to the men in the office

talking. They seemed to be
good people. The chief
arrived, I was unlocked and
lead to him.

Jura

Rote will miss the first

month of play this season due
to school but plans to begin
law school in the fall after the
Dallas season.

"Honored and a little

surprised to be picked in the
first round" was how Rote
defined his initial reaction to

the Black
Soccer Club in

Rote helped found
k Bandits" and was

pro-soccer only for Dallas or
Atlanta.

Rote will play soccer only
three months of the year but
will promote soccer in Dallas
for the entire year. Soccer has
grown rapidly in the United
States but attendance at
Dallas games averaged only
about 5,000 people per game
last year. Part of Rote's job
will be to promote interest in

soccer in school aged children
and hopefully attract their
families to league games.

salary bidding for a player.

Nothing but a few beers I

earlier at Tubby's."
We know about that

e up there, Sewanee. It's

CINEMA
by Herbert Reynolds

PLAZA SUITE Neil
Simon's

THE OMEGA MAN
Charlton Heston ray-gi
crazed albino humanoids
the LA of the future
EVEL KNIEVEL

good-humored if sil.
natured play biography of the motorcycl^

Hy

r of all this drug

we have around
know son the first

thing I do when I stop

somebody is stick my head in

his car and smell. I can smell

that stuff across that street.

The niggers around here used

to smoke. I'd smell it in a

place but I didn't know what

it was until they sent me to

the Police Academy. They

Wednesday, February 16, 1972

Continued from p. 3

LAW WILSON SPEAKS
11, Kissinger suggested a

meeting with Le Due Tho, a

leading DRV the DRV
delegation at the Paris Peace
talks. The meeting was set for

November 20. When the DRV
U.S.

Novembet

smoke in there v

sir, I'll never foreet that

smell. Smoking that stuff is

bad, boy. It'll only be a

$20 fine and you can

"I don't have the money
besides I didn't do anything

against the law."

"Failing to stop for a

that Le Due
Tho was too ill to attend the

meeting, the U.S. cancelled

the parlay rather than meet
with Xuan Thuy alone.

,d blew Although SIX of Kissinger's

th fans. No twelve secret meetings had
been held with Xuan Thuy
alone, and no political

representative from Hanoi
could equal Le Due Tho, the

U.S. was saying that the

delegate head alone was not

sufficient.

The campaign to discredit

don
"I did stop for them. How

else did I get here?"

"Well son, if you want to

talk to the judge we can get

him down here. But it'll only

cost you twenty dollars."

"I'd like to see the judge."

The judge came. He
seemed a pretty reasonable

"Failing to stop for a

"Well, what did you wnat

him to stop for? "

"We got a call from the

Winchester Police about a

suspicious car, outta state

license, foreign car and all

that."

"Is that all?" '

"Yes, sir. He musta made a

bundle somewhere along the

way. Winchester police said it

looked like there were people

sleeping in the back seat."

"That was just some
luggage I had in the back

discussion

by
questioning their patriotism i:

snde The
President's "chief-of-staff"

H.R. Handleman referred to

criticism by McGovern and
Kennedy as "consciously

aiding and abetting' the

enemy of the United States,"

Constitutional definition of
treason. Paris peace talks

ambassador William J. Porter

described such moderate
groups the Arr

Friends Service Committee,
Clergy and Laity Concerned,

Vietnam Veterans Against the

War and the United Farm
Orga

After furthei

the judge left. I

go. I didn't have to pay the the POW
twenty-dollar fine. The only could not be

t night in jail, because "they did

Wo
Committee (AFL-CIO)
"horde of communist
controlled agitators." Porter

used the long scheduled Paris

World Assembly for the Peace

and Independence of the

Indochinese People, in which
these groups participated, to

cancel the peace talks. The
Associated Press report that

e told they

"Yes s
,
you're free t

now. We'll keep this card t

you though."

"Why don't you tear it u

After all I v

to anti-war groups that

embrace Communist policy"

bla This

r, we'll keep this

j trouble we'll have

redbaiting on the part of
government officials is in the

tone of the "Old Nixon" and
sounded to Senator Alan

Cranston like the "familiar

rhetoric employed by others

in the darker days of the

fifties."

rhursday, February 17

CAMPUS CALENDAR

n-Kirriuees is all the more
churlish with Walter Matthau
STRANGERS ON A

TRAIN (1951) - Raymond
eenplay and the

Hamilton.

EARTH (1930)
Commonly voted among the

Friday, February 18

Saturday, February 19
.8:15 pm (Blackman) Classic Film Concern

Chan dlei

twenty greatest films 2:00 pm (Juhan Gym) Wrestling:

the "Bla

by international polls of

pertormance of Robert
Walker make this thriller the
most enjoyable of Alfred

Dovzhenko
Ale

ssian classic
s a romantic evocation of the
nity and fecundity of man'.'™ S American films. and nature, set against the

Aboard a train, two men approach of Soviet tractors
agree to exchange favors by m(i collectivization,
murdering each other's hated __
wife or father.NORTH BY
NORTHWEST (1959) - Cary
Grant can't tell a hawk from
a handsaw, amid the
Hitchcockian madness which
sends him running all over the
country

in one of the
director's most amusingly
improbable espionage plaot.

7:30pm(Juhai

Monday, February 21

Centre and Southw
Gym) Basketball: Sewanee v. Transylvania
8:15 pm (Blackman) Classic Film Concern

march

4:30 & 7:00 pm (Blackman)
Experimental Film Club: EARTH

8:00 pm (Guerry Auditorium) Lecture Series:

Dr. Loren Eiseley
Wednesday, February 23 STUDY DAY

2:00 pm (Blackman) Film:
THE MAKING OF THE PRESIDENT
8:15 pm (Blackman) Cinema Guild:

Olmi's IL POSTO or THE SOUND OF TRUMPETS
Thursday, February 24

4:30 & 8:15 pm (Guerry)

Rev. Pittinger
Friday, February 25
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